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Present: 
Brenda Sampe, VDSS
Penny Wynn, Chickahominy Eastern Division
Reggie Tupponce, Upper Mattaponi
Elizabeth Lee, VDSS
Mimi Kennedy, VDSS
Morgan Nelson, VDSS

Jewel Wynn, VDSS
Garrett Jones, VDSS
Connie Lovelace, Upper Mattaponi
Yvonne Epps-Giddings, Nottoway Tribe
Kimberly Huhn-Murphy, ACF
Susann Brown, Chickahominy Tribe
Lindsey Johnson, Chickahominy Tribe
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Recording of this portion of meeting found here: https://youtu.be/o9--Pk3-w1E
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https://youtu.be/o9--Pk3-w1E
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An ICWA training called an eLearning is in the process of being developed.  The small 
workgroup that met suggested that our tribes provide input on some of the 
curriculum’s content.
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How do tribes feel about this definition/explanation of tribal sovereignty?  Is there 
anything else that our tribal leaders would like to see emphasized?
Reggie: UN group on indigenous issues has a wider thought around sovereignty 
means – under construct of US government, this definition does seem to meet needs.  
He will bring this to his leadership to see what they think about it.
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One of the other topics that will be covered in the eLearning is around placement 
preferences of Native children/youth in foster care.  This is from NICWA’s Intro to 
ICWA online training.  Stressed that the tribe has the right to change the placement 
preference.  What have been the experiences and preferred engagement from 
states/counties regarding placement preferences for Native children in foster care?  Is 
there any specific information that the group would like shared in the training?

Reggie: Gave an example of non-native mother’s family taking in child, this was what 
the family wanted; the tribe weighed in and gave opinion; gave their preference; 
having that flexibility – tribes perspective – our regions/communities are close knit –
families know each other

Yvonne: Please ask the rest of the tribes about contributing to the eLearning around 
ICWA, whether it’s a story or their voice 
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Reggie had noted that the Upper Mattaponi are providing home health care; they 
received a grant to provide other services; housing; realizing that housing needs are 
often the symptom, not the problem.  Concern around capacity; staff wear several 
hats.
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End of March – ask again for meeting days of week or timeframes? AVOID?

Participants in today’s meeting asked to avoid Mondays and Thursdays
Yvonne: Suggest putting out a poll to everyone else to see what preferences/avoid 
dates are
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Plus: Presentation
Delta: none
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